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Abstract In this work, we investigate the chiral cor-
rections to the magnetic moments of the spin- 32 doubly
charmed baryons systematically up to next-to-next-to-
leading order with the heavy baryon chiral perturba-
tion theory. The numerical results are given up to next-
to-leading order: µΞ∗++cc = 1.72µN , µΞ∗+cc = −0.09µN ,
µΩ∗+cc = 0.99µN . As a by-product, we have also cal-
culated the magnetic moments of the spin- 32 doubly
bottom baryons and charmed bottom baryons: µΞ∗0
bb
=
0.63µN , µΞ∗−
bb
= −0.79µN , µΩ∗−
bb
= 0.12µN , µΞ∗+
bc
=
1.12µN , µΞ∗0
bc
= −0.40µN , µΩ∗0
bc
= 0.56µN .
1 Introduction
A doubly charmed baryon was first reported by the SE-
LEX Collaboration in the decay model Ξ+cc → Λ+c K−π+
with the mass MΞ+cc = 3519 ± 1MeV [1]. However, no
other collaborations confirmed the observation [2,3,4].
Recently, the spin- 12 doubly charmed baryon Ξ
++
cc was
reported by the LHCb Collaboration in the Λ+c K
−π+π+
mass spectrum with the massMΞ++cc =3621.40±0.72 (stat.)±0.27(syst.)±0.14(Λ+c )MeV [5].
The production of the doubly heavy baryons have
been discussed in Refs. [6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13]. Apart from
the spin- 12 doubly charmed baryons, there exist the
spin- 32 doubly charmed baryons as degenerate states
of the spin- 12 ones in the heavy quark limit. In the
past decades, the masses and other properties of spin- 12
and spin- 32 doubly charmed baryons have been inves-
tigated extensively in literature [14,15,16,17,18,19,20,
21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,
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39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,
57,58,59], where the mass splittings between the spin-
1
2 and spin-
3
2 doubly charmed baryons are from several
tens MeV to one hundred MeV. Since the real or virtual
photons are usually used as probes to explore the inner
structures of baryons, the electromagnetic form factors
of the doubly charmed baryons are very important. Es-
pecially the magnetic moments encode crucial informa-
tion of their underlying structure. In Refs. [16,36,60,61,
62,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71], the magnetic moments
of the spin- 12 and spin-
3
2 doubly charmed baryons have
been investigated.
The magnetic moments of the spin- 32 doubly charmed
baryons were first investigated in the naive quark model
by Lichtenberg [60]. After that, many authors have em-
ployed the quark model to calculate the spin- 32 doubly
charmed baryon magnetic moments [31,36,65]. Apart
from the quark models, the magnetic moments of the
spin- 32 doubly charmed baryons have been predicted
employing the effective quark mass and screened charge
scheme in Ref. [63]. The magnetic moments of the spin-
3
2 doubly charmed baryons have been also calculated in
the MIT bag model [66,67] and Skymion model [69].
Compared with the quark model, the chiral per-
turbation theory (ChPT) [72,73] provides a systematic
framework to calculate the electromagnetic form fac-
tors of the baryons order by order. However, the baryon
mass does not vanish in the chiral limit, which intro-
duces another energy scale besides the Λχ = 4πfpi.
In order to employ ChPT in the baryon sector, the
heavy baryon chiral perturbation theory (HBChPT)
was proposed [74,75,76,77]. The magnetic moments of
the octet, decuplet and spin- 12 doubly charmed baryons
have been calculated in the framework of HBChPT [75,
78,79,71]. The decuplet to octet and spin- 32 to spin-
1
2
2doubly charmed baryons transition magnetic moments
were also investigated [74,80,81,82,83,84].
In this paper, we investigate the magnetic moments
of the spin- 32 doubly heavy baryons within the frame-
work of HBChPT. We use the quark model to estimate
the low energy constants (LECs), since there does not
exist any experiment data. The numerical results are
given to the next-to-leading order while the analytical
results are presented to the next-to-next-to-leading or-
der.
We first discuss the electromagnetic form factors of
the spin- 32 baryons in Sec. 2. The chiral Lagrangians are
constructed in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4, we calculate the mag-
netic moments analytically order by order. In Sec. 5,
with the help of quark model, we estimate the LECs
and give the numerical results of the magnetic moments
to the next-to-leading order. A short summary is given
in Sec. 6. All the coefficients of the loop corrections are
collected in the Appendix A.
2 Electromagnetic form factors of the spin-3
2
doubly charmed baryons
For the spin- 32 doubly charmed baryons, one can pa-
rameterize the general electromagnetic current matrix
elements [85], which satisfy the gauge invariance, parity
conservation and time-reversal invariance:
〈T (p′)|Jµ|T (p)〉 = u¯ρ(p′)Oρµσ(p′, p)uσ(p), (1)
with
Oρµσ(p
′, p) =− gρσ(A1γµ + A2
2MT
Pµ)
− qρqσ
(2MT )2
(C1γµ +
C2
2MT
Pµ),
(2)
where p and p′ are the momenta of the spin- 32 dou-
bly charmed baryons. P = p + p′, q = p′ − p. MT is
the doubly charmed baryon mass and uσ is the Rarita-
Schwinger spinor [86].
In the heavy baryon limit, the baryon field can be
decomposed into the large component T and small com-
ponent H,
T = e−iMT v·x(T +H)
T = eiMT v·x 1 + /v
2
T
H = eiMT v·x 1− /v
2
T
where vµ is the velocity of the baryon. In the heavy
baryon limit, the matrix elements of the electromag-
netic current Jµ can be re-parametrized as [79]
〈T (p′)|Jµ|T (p)〉 = u¯ρ(p′)Oρµσ(p′, p)uσ(p), (3)
with
Oρµσ(p′, p) = −gρσ
ï
vµF1(q
2) +
[Sµ, Sα]
MT
qαF2(q
2)
ò
− q
ρqσ
(2MT )2
ï
vµF3(q
2) +
[Sµ, Sα]
MT
qαF4(q
2)
ò
(4)
where Sµ =
i
2γ5σµνv
ν is the covariant spin-operator.
The charge (E0), electro-quadrupole (E2), magnetic-
dipole (M1), and magnetic octupole (M3) form factors
read
GE0(q
2) = (1 +
2
3
τ)[F1 + τ(F1 − F2)]
−1
3
τ(1 + τ)[F3 + τ(F3 − F4)], (5)
GE2(q
2) = [F1 + τ(F1 − F2)]
−1
2
(1 + τ)[F3 + τ(F3 − F4)], (6)
GM1(q
2) = (1 +
4
5
τ)F2 − 2
5
τ(1 + τ)F4, (7)
GM3(q
2) = F2 − 1
2
(1 + τ)F4. (8)
where τ = − q2(2MT )2 . When q2 = 0, we obtain the mag-
netic moment µT = GM1(0)
e
2MT
.
3 Chiral Lagrangians
3.1 The leading order chiral Lagrangians
To calculate the chiral corrections to the magnetic mo-
ments, we construct the relevant chiral Lagrangians.
The doubly charmed baryon fields read
B =
Ñ
Ξ++cc
Ξ+cc
Ω+cc
é
, T µ =
Ñ
Ξ∗++cc
Ξ∗+cc
Ω∗+cc
éµ
,⇒
Ñ
ccu
ccd
ccs
é
. (9)
where the B and T µ are spin- 12 and spin-
3
2 doubly
chamed baryon fields respectively. We follow the no-
tations in Refs. [79,73,77] to define the basic chiral ef-
fective Lagrangians of the pseudoscalar mesons. The
pseudoscalar meson fields are introduced as follows,
φ =
Ö
π0 + 1√
3
η
√
2π+
√
2K+√
2π− −π0 + 1√
3
η
√
2K0√
2K−
√
2K¯0 − 2√
3
η
è
. (10)
The chiral connection and axial vector field are defined
as [73,77],
Γµ =
1
2
[
u†(∂µ − irµ)u+ u(∂µ − ilµ)u†
]
, (11)
3uµ = i
[
u†(∂µ − irµ)u− u(∂µ − ilµ)u†
]
, (12)
where
u2 = U = exp(iφ/f0) (13)
rµ = lµ = −eQAµ, (14)
For the Lagrangians with the baryon fields, Q = QB =
diag(2, 1, 1) and for the pure meson Lagrangians Q =
QM = diag(2/3,−1/3,−1/3). f0 is the decay constant
of the pseudoscalar meson in the chiral limit. The ex-
perimental value of the pion decay constant fpi ≈ 92.4
MeV while fK ≈ 113 MeV, fη ≈ 116 MeV.
The leading order (O(p2)) pure meson Lagrangian
is
L(2)pipi =
f20
4
Tr[∇µU(∇µU)†], (15)
∇µU = ∂µU − irµU + iUlµ, (16)
where the superscript denotes the chiral order. The
leading order doubly charmed baryon Lagrangians and
meson-baryon interaction Lagrangians read
L(1)TT = T¯ µ[−gµν(i /D −MT ) + i(γµDν + γνDµ)
− γµ(i /D +MT )γν ]T ν + H
2
(
T¯ µgµν/uγ5T
ν
)
, (17)
L(1)BB = B¯(i /D −MB +
g˜A
2
γµγ5uµ)B, (18)
L(1)BT =
C
2
(
T¯ µuµB + B¯uµT
µ
)
. (19)
We use the subscript to denote the two particles in-
volved in the Lagrangians. MB is the spin-
1
2 doubly
charmed baryon mass. g˜A, C and H are the coupling
constants. The covariant derivative is defined as Dµ ≡
∂µ + Γµ. Both LTT and LBB contain the free and in-
teraction terms.
In the framework of HBChPT, the leading order
nonrelativistic Lagrangians read
L(1)TT = T¯ µ [−iv ·Dgµν ] T ν +H
(T¯ µgµνu · ST ν) , (20)
L(1)BT =
C
2
(T¯ µuµB + B¯uµT µ) , (21)
L(1)BB = B¯i(v ·D − δ)B + B¯g˜AS · uB, (22)
where δ ≡MB −MT . Since the spin- 32 doubly charmed
baryons have not been observed in the experiments, we
take two values the mass splitting, δ =-100 MeV and
δ =-70 MeV, in our work. We do not consider the mass
difference among the doubly charmed baryon triplets.
The coupling constants are estimated with the help of
quark model in Refs. [71,84], g˜A = − 15gN = −0.25,
C = − 2
√
3
5 gN = −0.88 and H = − 35gN = −0.76,
where gN = 1.267 is the nucleon axial charge. For the
pseudoscalar meson masses, we use mpi = 0.140 GeV,
mK = 0.494 GeV, and mη = 0.550 GeV. We use the
nucleon mass MN = 0.938GeV.
3.2 The next-to-leading order chiral Lagrangians
The O(p2) Lagrangians contribute to the magnetic mo-
ments of the spin- 32 doubly charmed baryons
L(2)TT =
−ibtt1
2MT
T¯ µFˆ+µνT
ν +
−ibtt2
2MT
T¯ µ〈F+µν〉T ν, (23)
L(2)BB =
bbb1
8MT
B¯σµν Fˆ+µνB +
bbb2
8MT
B¯σµν〈F+µν 〉B, (24)
L(2)BT = bbt1
i
4MT
B¯Fˆ+µνγ
νγ5T
µ + bbt2
i
4MT
B¯〈F+µν〉γνγ5T µ
−bbt1
i
4MT
T¯ µFˆ+µνγ
νγ5B − bbt2
i
4MT
T¯ µ〈F+µν〉γνγ5B, (25)
where the coefficients btt,bb,bt1,2 are the LECs which con-
tribute to the magnetic moments at tree level. The chi-
ral covariant QED field strength tensors F±µν are defined
as
F±µν = u
†FRµνu± uFLµνu†, (26)
FRµν = ∂µrν − ∂νrµ − i[rµ, rν ], (27)
FLµν = ∂µlν − ∂ν lµ − i[lµ, lν ]. (28)
Since the QB is not traceless, the operator F
+
µν can be
divided into two parts, Fˆ+µν and 〈F+µν〉. 〈F+µν〉 ≡ Tr(F+µν).
The operator Fˆ+µν = F
+
µν− 13 〈F+µν〉 is traceless and trans-
forms as the adjoint representation under the chiral
transformation. Recall that the direct product of the
representation of SU(3) group 3 ⊗ 3¯ = 1 ⊕ 8. There-
fore, there are two independent interaction terms in
the O(p2) Lagrangians for the magnetic moments of
the doubly charmed baryons. The nonrelativistic La-
grangians corresponding to Eqs. (23-25) are:
L(2)TT = −ib
tt
1
2MT
T¯ µFˆ+µνT ν + −ib
tt
2
2MT
T¯ µ〈F+µν 〉T ν , (29)
L(2)BT = bbt1 i2MT B¯Fˆ+µνSνT µ + bbt2 i2MT B¯〈F+µν 〉SνT µ
−bbt1 i2MT T¯ µFˆ+µνSνB − bbt2 i2MT T¯ µ〈F+µν 〉SνB, (30)
L(2)BB = − ib
bb
1
4MT
B¯[Sµ, Sν ]Fˆ+µνB − B¯ ib
bb
2
4MT
[Sµ, Sν ]〈F+µν〉B,
(31)
We also need the second order pseudoscalar meson
and doubly charmed baryon interaction Lagrangians
L(2)TT =
igtt1
4MT
T¯ µ{uρ, uσ}σρσgµνT ν
+
igtt2
4MT
T¯ µ[uρ, uσ]σ
ρσgµνT
ν , (32)
where gtt1,2 are the coupling constants. Recall that for
SU(3) group representations,
3⊗ 3¯ = 1⊕ 8, (33)
8⊗ 8 = 1⊕ 81 ⊕ 82 ⊕ 10⊕ 1¯0⊕ 27. (34)
4Both uµ and uν transform as the adjoint representation.
The two terms in Eq. (32) correspond to the product of
uµ and uν belonging to the 81 and 82 flavor representa-
tions, respectively. The gtt1 term vanishes because of the
anti-symmetric Lorentz structure. Thus, there is only
one linearly independent LEC gtt2 , which contributes to
the spin- 32 doubly charmed baryon magnetic moments
up to O(p3). The second order pseudoscalar meson and
baryon nonrelativistic Lagrangian reads
L(2)TT =
gtt2
2MT
T¯ µ[Sρ, Sσ][uρ, uσ]gµνT ν (35)
The above Lagrangian contributes to the doubly charmed
baryon magnetic moments in the diagram (j) of the
Fig. 2.
3.3 The higher order chiral Lagrangians
To calculate the O(p3) magnetic moments at the tree
level, we also need the O(p4) electromagnetic chiral La-
grangians. The possible flavor structures are listed in
Table 1, where χ+=diag(0,0,1) at the leading order. Re-
calling the flavor representation in Eqs. (33), (34), the
leading order term of the operator [Fˆ+µν , χˆ+] vanishes
after expansion since both F+µν and χ
+ are diagonal.
Meanwhile, the 〈F+µν 〉〈χ+〉 and 〈F+µν〉χˆ+ terms can be
absorbed into Eq. (23) by renormalizing the LECs btt1
and btt2 . Thus, the independent O(p4) Lagrangians read:
L(4) =−ia1
2MT
T¯ µ〈F+µν〉χˆ+T ν +
−ia2
2MT
T¯ µ〈Fˆ+µν χˆ+〉T ν
+
−ia3
2MT
T¯ µ{Fˆ+µν , χˆ+}χˆ+T ν .
(36)
4 Formalism up to one-loop level
We adopt the standard power counting scheme as in
Refs. [87,88]. The chiral order Dχ of a Feynman dia-
gram is
Dχ = 2L+ 1 +
∑
d
(d− 2)NMd +
∑
d
(d− 1)NMBd , (37)
with L the number of loops and NMd , N
MB
d the number
of the d dimension vertices from the meson and meson-
baryon Lagrangians, respectively. The chiral order of
the magnetic moment µT is (Dχ − 1).
The leading order (O(p1)) magnetic moments come
from the tree diagram in Fig. 1 with the O(p2) vertex.
The magnetic moment is
µ(1) = 2α
MN
MT
µN (38)
The µN is the nucleon magneton. α are the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients, which are collected in Table 6. Up
to the leading order, there are two unknown LECs, btt1
and btt2 .
There are four diagrams (a)-(d) which contribute
to the next-to-leading order magnetic moments of the
spin- 32 doubly charmed baryons, as shown in Fig. 2. All
the vertices in (a)-(d) come from Eq. (15) and Eqs. (20)(21).
The diagrams (c) and (d) vanish in the heavy baryon
mass limit. In particular, the amplitudes of the dia-
grams (c) and (d) are denoted as Mc and Md. We
have
Mc ∝
∫
ddl
(2π)d
i
l2 −m2φ + iǫ
(S · l)
f0
−iP 3/2ρσ
v · l + iǫSµ (39)
∝ S · v = 0,
Md ∝
∫
ddl
(2π)d
i
l2 −m2φ + iǫ
lσ
f0
i
v · l − ω + iǫgµρ (40)
∝ gµρvσ,
where P
3/2
ρσ is the non-relativistic spin-
3
2 projector.Md
vanishes since vσu
σ = 0. In other words, diagrams (c)
and (d) do not contribute to the magnetic moments in
the leading order of the heavy baryon expansion. The
O(p2) magnetic moment is
µ(2) =
∑
φ=pi,K
(Aφ + Bφ)βφa , (41)
Aφ = −H
2MNmφ
96f2φ
µN , (42)
Bφ = −C
2MNµN
64π2f2φ
[2
»
m2φ − δ2 arccos
Å
δ
mφ
ã
− δ
Ç
ln
m2φ
λ2
− 1
å
]
(43)
where βφa are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, which are
collected in Fig. 6. Up to O(p2), there are five unknown
LECs, btt1,2, C, H and g˜A. C, H and g˜A can be estimated
with the quark model.
There are eight loop diagrams (e)-(l) in Fig. 2, which
contribute atO(p3). For the (e)-(h) diagrams, the photon-
baryon vertices are from the O(p2) interaction terms
in Eqs. (29-31), while the meson-baryon vertices are
from Eqs. (20)(21). The vertex in diagram (i) is from
Eq. (29). The meson-baryon vertex in diagram (j) is
from the Lagrangian in Eq. (32) while the meson-photon
vertex is from the Lagrangian in Eq. (15). The loops
(k) and (l) represent the wave function renormaliza-
tion. The photon-baryon vertices are from Lagrangians
in Eq. (29), while the meson-baryon vertices are from
the interaction in Eqs. (20)(21). The contributions to
5Table 1 The possible flavor structures of the O(p4) Lagrangians which contribute to the magnetic moments.
Group representation 1⊗ 1→ 1 1⊗ 8→ 8 8⊗ 1→ 8 8⊗ 8→ 1 8⊗ 8→ 81 8⊗ 8→ 82
Flavor structure 〈F+µν〉〈χ+〉 〈F
+
µν〉χˆ+ Fˆ
+
µν〈χ+〉 〈Fˆ
+
µν χˆ+〉 [Fˆ
+
µν , χˆ+] {Fˆ
+
µν , χˆ+}
the magnetic moments from the eight loop diagrams
read:
µ
(3)
loop =
∑
φ=η,pi,K
(Eφγφe + Fφγφf + Gφγφg +Hφγφh)
+
∑
φ=pi,K
(Iφδφ + J φηφ) +
∑
φ=pi,η,K
(Kφ + Lφ) ξφµ(1)
(44)
where
Eφ = H
2m2φ
864π2f2φ
MN
MT
µN
Ç
33 ln
m2φ
λ2
+ 70
å
(45)
Fφ = C
2
64π2f2φ
MN
MT
µN
ñ
2δ2 +
(
m2φ − 2δ2
)
ln
m2φ
λ2
+ 4δ
»
m2φ − δ2 arccos
Å
δ
mφ
ãô
(46)
Gφ = Hφ = CH
864π2f2φδ
MN
MT
µN
ñ
−2 (δ3 + 3πm3φ)+ (6δ3 − 9δm2φ) ln
Ç
m2φ
λ2
å
+ 12
(
m2φ − δ2
)3/2
arccos
Å
δ
mφ
ãô
(47)
Iφ = J φ = m
2
φ
64π2f2φ
MN
MT
ln
m2φ
λ2
µN (48)
Kφ = − H
2m2φ
576π2f2φ
Ç
15 ln
m2φ
λ2
+ 26
å
(49)
Lφ = −C
2
64π2f2φ
ñ
2δ2 +
(
m2φ − 2δ2
)
ln
m2φ
λ2
+ 4δ
»
m2φ − δ2 arccos
Å
δ
mφ
ãô
(50)
Fig. 1 The O(p2) and O(p4) tree level diagrams where the
spin-3
2
doubly charmed baryon is denoted by the double solid
line. The solid dot and black square represent the second- and
fourth-order couplings respectively.
The γφe−h,δ
φ, ηφ and ξφ are loop coefficients, which
are listed in Table 6.
Apart from the loop diagrams, there is a tree di-
agram which contributes to the O(p3) magnetic mo-
ments. The Lagrangian is given in Eq. 36. The contri-
bution reads
µ
(3)
tree = 2φ
MN
MT
µN (51)
where the coefficients φ are given in Table 7. Up to
O(p3) magnetic moments, there are thirteen LECs, g˜A,
C, H , btt,bb,bt1,2 , g
tt
2 , and a1,2,3.
5 Numberical results and discussions
Since the spin- 32 doubly charmed baryons have not been
observed in the experiments, we do not have any exper-
imental inputs to fit the LECs. However, we can employ
quark model to determine some of the LECs. The nu-
merical results are given in Table 3.
There are two unknown LECs btt1,2 up to the lead-
ing order (O(p1)) magnetic moments. Unlike the light
baryons, the charge matrix QB of the doubly charmed
baryons is not traceless. The heavy quarks contribute
to the trace part of the charge matrix. Thus, in the
second column of Table 3, the btt1 terms come from the
light quark contribution. The btt2 terms are the same for
the three doubly charmed baryons and arise solely from
the two charm quarks.
At the quark level, the flavor and spin wave function
of the Ξ∗++cc reads:
|Ξ∗++cc ;S3 =
3
2
〉 = |c ↑ c ↑ u ↑〉, (52)
6Fig. 2 The one-loop diagrams where the spin-3
2
(spin-1
2
) doubly charmed baryon is denoted by the double (single) solid
line. The dashed and wiggly lines represent the pseudoscalar meson and photon respectively. The solid dotes represent O(p2)
vertices, while the other vertices are at the leading order.
where the arrow denote the third component of the
spin. The magnetic moments of the baryons in the quark
model are the matrix elements of the following operator
µ sandwiched between the wave functions,
µ =
∑
i
µiσ
i
3, (53)
where µi is the magnetic moment of the quark.
µi =
ei
2mi
, i = u, d, s, c, b. (54)
We adopt the constituent quark masses from Ref.[60]
as the set A with mu = md = 336 MeV, ms = 540
MeV, mc = 1660 MeV and mb = 4700 MeV. We adopt
the constituent quark masses from Ref. [43] as the set
B with mu = md = 363 MeV, ms = 538 MeV, mc =
1711MeV andmb = 5044MeV. The magnetic moments
from the naive quark model estimation with set A and
B are given in Table 2. The two sets lead to the similar
magnetic moments. We choose the results of set A in
the following calculation.
The O(p1) magnetic moments of the spin- 32 doubly
charmed baryons are given in the second column in Ta-
ble 3. The numerical results from the quark model are
given in the third column. In the quark model, the light
quark parts contribute to the btt1 terms, which are pro-
portional to the light quark charge. The heavy quark
Table 2 The numberical results of spin-3
2
doubly heavy
baryon magnetic moments from naive quark model estima-
tion. Set A and set B are two constituent quark masses sets
from Refs. [60,43], respectively.
Baryons Magnetic moments Set A Set B
Ξ
∗++
cc 2µc + µu 2.61 2.45
Ξ
∗+
cc 2µc + µd -0.18 -0.13
Ω
∗+
cc 2µc + µs 0.17 0.15
Ξ∗0
bb
2µb + µu 1.73 1.60
Ξ∗−
bb
2µb + µd -1.06 -0.99
Ω∗−
bb
2µb + µs -0.71 -0.71
Ξ
∗+
bc
µb + µc + µu 2.17 2.03
Ξ∗0
bc
µb + µc + µd -0.62 -0.56
Ω∗0
bc
µb + µc + µs -0.27 -0.28
parts contribute to the btt2 terms, which are the same
for the three doubly charmed baryons.
Up to O(p2), we must take the loop corrections
into consideration. At this order, there exist three new
LECs g˜A, C and H , which are estimated in the quark
model [71,84]. The numerical results are given in the
third column of Table 3.
In Table 3, the magnetic moments of the Ξ∗++cc and
Ξ∗+cc are dominated by the leading order term while the
magnetic moment of Ω∗+cc is dominated by the chiral
corrections. At the leading order, since three quarks in
7Ξ∗++cc all have the positive charge, their contributions
to the magnetic moments are constructive. For the Ξ∗+cc
and Ω∗+cc , the contribution of the heavy quarks and light
quark cancel out to a large extent, which leads to small
magnetic moments at the leading order.
At the next-to-leading order, both π+ andK+ mesons
contribute to the chiral correction of µΞ∗++cc , while only
π+ (K+) contributes to µΞ∗+cc (µΩ∗+cc ). The chiral cor-
rections in the loops (a) and (b) are proportional to
the pseudoscalar meson mass, i.e., ∼ mφMT . Therefore,
the chiral corrections for µΞ∗++cc and µΩ∗+cc are much
larger than that for µΞ∗+cc . It is interesting to note that
the chiral correction from the K+ loop for the µΩ∗+cc is
much lager than the leading order contribution. Such a
unique feature might be exposed by future lattice QCD
simulation.
Up to O(p3), eight new LECs, bbb,bt1,2 , gtt2 and a1,2,3
are introduced. Since it is impossible to fix all these
LECs due to lack of experimental data, we do not present
the numerical results up to this order.
With the same formalism, we have also calculated
the magnetic moments of the doubly bottom baryons
and charmed bottom baryons. Since the b quark is much
heavier than the c quark, we adopt the mass splitting
δ = −40 MeV and δ = −20 MeV for the doubly bottom
baryons and δ = −60 MeV and δ = −40 MeV for the
charmed bottom baryons. The above mass difference in
our work is consistent with that in Refs. [32,36,43,47].
The leading order magnetic moments and the LECs in
the next-to-leading order magnetic moments are esti-
mated by the quark model. We present the numerical
results of the doubly bottom baryon and charmed bot-
tom baryons magnetic moments to next-to-leading or-
der in Table 4.
6 Conclusions
The doubly heavy baryons are particularly interesting
because their chiral dynamics is solely dominated by the
single light quark. In this work, we have employed the
heavy baryon chiral perturbation theory to calculate
the magnetic moments of the spin- 32 doubly charmed
baryons, which reveal the information of their inner
structure. Due to the large mass of the doubly heavy
baryons, the recoil corrections are expected to be very
small. We have derived our analytical expressions up to
the next-to-next-to-leading order, which may be useful
to the possible chiral extrapolation of the lattice simu-
lations of the doubly charmed baryon electromagnetic
properties.
With the help of quark model, we have estimated
the LECs and presented the numerical results up to
next-to-leading order: µΞ∗++cc = 1.72µN , µΞ∗+cc = −0.09µN ,
µΩ∗+cc = 0.99µN for δ = −100 MeV and µΞ∗++cc =
1.59µN , µΞ∗+cc = 0.02µN , µΩ∗+cc = 1.00µN for δ = −70
MeV. As by-products, we have also calculated the mag-
netic moments of the spin- 32 doubly bottom baryons
and charmed bottom baryons.
For comparison, we have listed the spin- 32 doubly
charmed baryon magnetic moments from some other
model calculations in Table 5 including quark model [60],
MIT bag model [66,67], Skymion model [69], nonrela-
tivistic quark model (NRQM) [31], hyper central quark
model (HCQM) [36], effective mass and screened charge
scheme [63] and chiral constituent quark model (χCQM) [65].
We define the relative changes ρ of these models with
respect to the naive estimates as µ = (1+ρ)µQM, where
µQM is the magnetic moments estimated with the naive
quark model. For the Ξ∗++cc baryon, one notices that the
|ρ| < 0.1 for most models, and |ρ| < 0.4 for all models.
Thus, all these approaches lead to more or less similar
numerical results for the magnetic moments of Ξ∗++cc .
For the Ξ∗+cc baryon, the |ρ| < 2.5 for most models in-
cluding our work while the |ρ| > 4 from the Skymion
models. For the Ω∗+cc baryon, the |ρ| < 2 in all the mod-
els except our work and one Skymion calculation. Thus,
various models lead to quite different predictions for the
magnetic moments of the Ξ∗+cc and Ω
∗+
cc , which may be
used to distinguish these models.
In the numerical analysis, we have truncated the
chiral expansions at O(p2) and omitted all the O(p3)
higher order chiral corrections because of too many un-
known LECs at this oder. When more experimental
measurements become available in the future, the nu-
merical analysis in the present work can be further im-
proved. In principle, all the low energy constants shall
be extracted through fitting to the experimental data
instead of using the estimation from the quark model.
The O(p3) chiral corrections may turn out to be non-
negligible and should be included.
There is good hope that the spin- 32 doubly charmed
baryons will be observed through its radiative or weak
decays in the coming future. We hope our numerical
calculation may be useful for future experimental mea-
surements of their magnetic moments. There are several
LECs in our analytical results to be determined by the
future progresses in the experiment and theory, which
will help check the chiral expansion convergence of the
three doubly charmed baryons.
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8Table 3 The spin-3
2
doubly charmed baryon magnetic moments when the chiral expansion is truncated at O(p1) and O(p2),
respectively (in unit of µN ). The magnetic moments in the third column are evaluated by quark model, which are treated as
the O(p1) magnetic moments. We adopt δ = −100 MeV and δ = −70 MeV as two parameter sets.
Baryons O(p1) quark model δ/MeV O(p2) I Total I δ/MeV O(p2) II Total II
Ξ
∗++
cc −
4
3
MN
MT
btt
1
− 8
3
MN
MT
btt
2
2µc + µu = 2.61 -100 -0.90 1.72 -70 -1.02 1.59
Ξ
∗+
cc
2
3
MN
MT
btt
1
− 8
3
MN
MT
btt
2
2µc + µd = −0.18 -100 0.09 -0.09 -70 0.19 0.02
Ω
∗+
cc
2
3
MN
MT
btt
1
− 8
3
MN
MT
btt
2
2µc + µs = 0.17 -100 0.81 0.99 -70 0.82 1.00
Table 4 The spin-3
2
doubly bottom baryon (bbq) and charmed bottom baryon (bcq) magnetic moments to the next-to-leading
order (in unit of µN ). We use the subscripts bc to label the systems with symmetric spin wave functions in the heavy quark
sector. We adopt δ = −40 and δ = −20 MeV for the doubly bottom baryons and δ = −60 and δ = −20 MeV for the charmed
bottom baryons
Baryons O(p1) δ/MeV O(p2) I Total I δ/MeV O(p2) II Total II
Ξ∗0
bb
2µb + µu = 1.73 -40 -1.10 0.63 -20 -1.15 0.58
Ξ∗−
bb
2µb + µd = −1.06 -40 0.27 -0.79 -20 0.31 -0.75
Ω∗−
bb
2µb + µs = −0.71 -40 0.83 0.12 -20 0.83 0.12
Ξ
∗+
bc
µb + µc + µu = 2.17 -60 -1.05 1.12 -40 -1.10 1.07
Ξ∗0
bc
µb + µc + µd = −0.62 -60 0.22 -0.40 -40 0.27 -0.35
Ω∗0
bc
µb + µc + µs = −0.27 -60 0.82 0.56 -40 0.83 0.56
Table 5 Comparison of the spin-3
2
doubly charmed
baryons magnetic moments in the literature including quark
model [60], MIT bag model [66,67], Skymion model [69], non-
relativistic quark model (NRQM) [31], hyper central model
(HCQM) [36], effective mass and screened charge scheme [63].
We adopt δ = −100 MeV and δ = −70 MeV as I and II pa-
rameter sets respectively in this work.
Ξ
∗++
cc Ξ
∗+
cc Ω
∗+
cc
Quark model [60] 2.60 -0.19 0.17
Bag model l [66] 2.54 0.20 0.39
Bag model 2 [67] 2.00 0.16 0.33
Skymion 1 [69] 3.16 -0.98 -0.20
Skymion 2 [69] 3.18 -1.17 0.03
NRQM [31] 2.67 -0.31 0.14
HCQM [36] 2.75 -0.17 0.12
Effective mass [63] 2.41 -0.11 0.16
Screened charge [63] 2.52 0.04 0.21
χCQM [65] 2.66 -0.47 0.14
This work I 1.72 -0.09 0.99
This work II 1.59 0.02 1.00
search Funds for the Central Universities of Lanzhou Univer-
sity under Grants 223000–862637.
Appendix A: COEFFICIENTS OF THE LOOP
CORRECTIONS
In this appendix, we collect the explicit formulae for the
chiral expansion of the doubly charmed baryon mag-
netic moments in Tables 7 and 6.
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